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Preface

Golden Ratio is old as the World.

What are the exact principles of Phi? Of course these have started long time before the time of Zeising, DaVinci, Fibonacci, and before Vitruvius, Pythagoras, The Greeks and even before the ancient 

Egypt. This proportion is so old that, beyond any suspicions, there's no proof of its origin ... 

Still, it is evident that origin of this number is from an ancient, wild and rough era and even from that time there have been many enigmatic or even paradoxical meanings attributed to it.

Meanwhile, a lot of attention has been given to this unique number and there are many scientists, architects, philosophers and artists who have worked on this particular theme. Their endeavors brought 

us numerous research studies  and creations.

But, despite of it curiosity is everything that people think about Phi really true? Is this proportion only the measure of the “holy” Beauty and Balance? Is this number as mysterious as it seems to be or is 

that just a Phi-mania? And how about music: can this universal "perfection" and transcendence be noticed by the (experienced) listener or at least distinguished from another system? 

This composition is dedicated to further deep investigation into this subject by the precise processing or calculating and integrating of this “golden” proportion into the form, rhythms, melodic lines or many 

other parameters and to discover if there are some connections between Phi and music. And if so, to find out how much the audience experiences the “effect of Phi”. The second idea of the piece is to 

compare these musical results with a part of a “poetic” freedom, aleatoric and even anarchy, but all with a nice wink. 

Beyond the mathematical and musical-theoretical ideas of this creation the attention was paid to the overage character and expressiveness as a personal reproduction of the ancient time on Earth where 

the Golden Proportion has came from. This work is a colorful painting that artistic reflect the wild live around the arising of Phi, therefore this work is also to characterize as primordial, delirious and even 

mysterious, as well really energetic, evocative, witty,  and.... Irrational.

Some analysis

The primary idea to start composing was to make a form that entirely depends on Phi,  therefore the composer took the basic frequency of 440 Hz (just because the most of contemporary tuning forks, but 

also virtual instruments, etc. tuned in 440 Hz and secondary, because we need to start with a number to commence a development. In view of the proportion any number will give the same relation 

structure with the only difference in its size) of  divided it by Phi, so:  440 : 0,6180339887498948482 = 711,93495504995373321530194195968 (Hz)

The next steps were to divide the result(s) by Phi again and this process was repeated many times, all to get higher numbers then 440. But (also) to get lower numbers the composer did multiply 440 by 

Phi and again; this action was repeated many times to get this long row:

0,12321477611193639906122627038104

0,19936569566532171200589771958013

0,32258047177725811107043252800322

0,52194616744257982308168357458845

0,84452663921983793416077796763881

1,3664728066624177572564767342795

2,2109994458822556914399317590177

3,5774722525446734487331007424489

5,7884716984269291402324018077176

9,3659439509716025890615641055692

15,154415649398531729449396774941

24,520359600370134318762453297566

39,674775249768666048618773351217

64,19513485013880036803964234455

103,86991009990746641772375467024
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168,06504495004626678748715168504

271,934955049953733208

440

711,93495504995373321530194195968

1151,9349550499537332271167322343

1863,8699100999074664615354064283

3015,8048651498611997195836611717

4879,6747752497686662311673223433

7895,4796403996298660317307607673

12775,154415649398532393926115106

20670,634056049028398637664685121

33445,788471698426931374626641471

54116,422527747455330567334977084

87562,210999445882262840041110289

141678,6335271933375948604992296

229240,84452663921986005174297385

370919,47805383255745871656797964

600160,32258047177732492383936363

971079,80063430433479360026152961

1571240,1232147761121346394834897

Of course, the much higher or lower numbers are possible, but let's concentrate on something between 15 and 20.000, or better to say (if we just imagine those numbers as frequency): the range the 

human ear can percept (theoretically taken, that we (young or old) should at least experience something within this range).

This way it will be a row of 16 (!) numbers. B.T.W. did you see there's a number that is very close to the Phi? But nothing too strange yet as we continue:

15,154415649398531729449396774941

24,520359600370134318762453297566

39,674775249768666048618773351217

64,19513485013880036803964234455

103,86991009990746641772375467024

168,06504495004626678748715168504

271,934955049953733208

440

711,93495504995373321530194195968

1151,9349550499537332271167322343

1863,8699100999074664615354064283

3015,8048651498611997195836611717

4879,6747752497686662311673223433

7895,4796403996298660317307607673

12775,154415649398532393926115106

20670,634056049028398637664685121
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And if we express these numbers graphically, we get this nice “Pan Flute”-like diagram:

(figure 1)

“Pan Flute diagram: X-axis is the frequency and Y-axis are  the 16 numbers from the human hear range determined by the Phi proportion

 

As one already may suppose, the next idea was to translate these numbers to notes of our Western “equal keyboard system” to discover if there is some order and to understand this order throughout our 

music language, at least it should be explained in terms of musical composition, isn’t it?  Thus, the numbers were translated (or often truncated and rounded to the nearest) in order to "fit" the frequencies-

raster of our 12-tone Western equal keyboard system, and what do you think? And look at the sequence!

                    (figure2)

  Eureka! There is a system! 

In contradiction of all our expectations, the growing distances between the frequency steps (Hz), (for example, from the step 1 to 2 is the difference about 10 Hz, from the step 5 to 6 about 68 Hz, but 

between  15 and 16 almost 8 kHz! This displayed at the diagram above (figure 1) again to visually discover the huge differences ) do not cause a change of the size of the musical intervals; the note-

distances on our keyboard shell never “grow” in whole Phi-proportion, but they will remain on it (almost)constantly! Please look the chart of the frequencies of the music system we have, with the indication 

of the Phi-row notes.

Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Frequency 15,4339 24,4997 38,8909 65,4064 103,826 164,814 277,183 440,000 698,456 1174,66 1864,66 2959,96 4978,03 7902,13 12543,9 21096,2

Pitch B00 G0 D1+ C2 G2+ E3 C4+ A4 F5 D6 A6+ F7+ D8+ B8 G9 E10+
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   The chart of frequencies of Western equal-tuned system and Phi-row          (figure 3)

PITCH Hz meters PITCH Hz cm PITCH Hz mm PITCH Hz mm

A00 13,7500 25,049 A2 110,000 313,1 A5 880,000 391 A8 7040,00 49
A00+ 14,5676 23,643 A2+ 116,541 295,5 A5+ 932,328 369 A8+ 7458,62 46
B00 15,4339 22,316 B2 123,471 279 B5 987,767 349 B8 7902,13 44
C0 16,3510 21,064 C3 130,813 263,3 C6 1046,500 329 C9 8372,02 41
C0+ 17,3239 19,881 C3+ 138,591 248,5 C6+ 1108,73 311 C9+ 8869,84 39
D0 18,3540 18,766 D3 146,832 234,6 D6 1174,66 293 D9 9397,27 37
D0+ 19,4454 17,712 D3+ 155,563 221,4 D6+ 1244,51 277 D9+ 9956,06 35
E0 20,6017 16,718 E3 164,814 209 E6 1318,51 261 E9 10548,1 33
F0 21,8268 15,780 F3 174,614 197,2 F6 1396,91 247 F9 11175,3 31
F0+ 23,1247 14,894 F3+ 184,997 186,2 F6+ 1479,98 233 F9+ 11839,8 29
G0 24,4997 14,058 G3 195,998 175,7 G6 1567,98 220 G9 12543,9 27
G0+ 25,9565 13,269 G3+ 207,652 165,9 G6+ 1661,22 207 G9+ 13289,8 26
A0 27,5000 12,525 A3 220,000 156,6 A6 1760,00 196 A9 14080,0 24
A0+ 29,1352 11,822 A3+ 233,082 147,8 A6+ 1864,66 185 A9+ 14917,2 23
B0 30,8677 11,158 B3 246,942 139,5 B6 1975,53 174 B9 15804,3 22
C1 32,7032 10,532 C4 261,626 131,6 C7 2093,00 165 C10 16744,0 21
C1+ 34,6478 9,941 C4+ 277,183 124,3 C7+ 2217,46 155 C10+ 17739,7 19
D1 36,7081 9,383 D4 293,665 117,3 D7 2349,32 147 D10 18794,5 18
D1+ 38,8909 8,856 D4+ 311,127 110,7 D7+ 2489,02 138 D10+ 19912,1 17
E1 41,2034 8,359 E4 329,628 104,5 E7 2637,02 131 E10 21096,2 16
F1 43,6535 7,890 F4 349,228 98,6 F7 2793,83 123
F1+ 46,2493 7,447 F4+ 369,994 93,1 F7+ 2959,96 116 Legend:

G1 48,9994 7,029 G4 391,995 87,9 G7 3135,96 110
G1+ 51,9131 6,635 G4+ 415,305 82,9 G7+ 3322,44 104 C4 = middle C

A1 55,0000 6,262 A4 440,000 78,3 A7 3520,00 98
A1+ 58,2705 5,911 A4+ 466,164 73,9 A7+ 3729,31 92
B1 61,7354 5,579 B4 493,883 69,7 B7 3951,07 87
C2 65,4064 5,266 C5 523,251 65,8 C8 4186,01 82 Shaded part = standard piano keyboard

C2+ 69,2957 4,970 C5+ 554,365 62,1 C8+ 4434,92 78
D2 73,4162 4,691 D5 587,330 58,6 D8 4698,64 73 A = 440 Hz

D2+ 77,7817 4,428 D5+ 622,254 55,4 D8+ 4978,03 69
E2 82,4069 4,180 E5 659,255 52,2 E8 5274,04 65 edged pitches = “Phi-row” (starting on 440Hz)

F2 87,3071 3,945 F5 698,456 49,3 F8 5587,65 62
F2+ 92,4986 3,724 F5+ 739,989 46,5 F8+ 5919,91 58
G2 97,9989 3,515 G5 783,991 43,9 G8 6271,93 55
G2+ 103,826 3,317 G5+ 830,609 41,5 G8+ 6644,88 52
A2 110,000 3,131 A5 880,000 39,1 A8 7040,00 49 Copyright  ©  Fred Momotenko

+ = sharp
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Coincidence or not, when we will take a look now at the relation of the frequencies to lengths of our note-material. We will see, that, the lower pitch, the longer wavelengths and opposite: shorter lengths 

occur a much higher  pitch. The diagram below may seem very logical today, but the curves of the frequencies and lengths generated from our Phi proportion are noticeable symmetrical, its only reversed 

or opposite from each other. 

 (figure 4) 

Symmetry of the proportions in wavelengths, frequencies and the musical pitch

 

But the most amazing is the curve (of better to say the line) of the musical pitch that goes diagonal and almost straight up, just demonstrating us the resemblance of the steps (or pitches) that produced by 

the Phi-proportion. And you will agree that no other mathematical proportion will give us that astonishing straight line moving up, dividing our keyboard in such equal steps. 

It proves, that there is really a big relation between Phi and music, and this logical connection goes much further than, for instance, some simple thoughts about Fibonacci numbers 3, 5, 8, 13 could 

represent the music elements as triads, black keys, a (music) scale or the span of notes in 1 octave respectively.  But let's show even more interesting information now.

If we analyze our Phi-row closely, we will discover a remarkable note-pattern within our human hear range. 
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(figure 5)

A remarkable interval pattern:  minor, minor, major or small, small, big, etc. (B.N. All semitone pitches are enharmonized as sharps regardless of the physical names of the intervals

To develop this idea further we can arrange the row in some triads and discover that we totally have 5 minor ones, build up a minor second from each other.  

(figure 6)

Phi's symmetry expressed in 5 triads (N.B. For convenience some pitches have been enharmonized to complete basic triads; also due of the repeats the lowest B from the row (figure 5) was omitted ) 

This way the composer came to this basic “melodic” or “harmonic” material, which are minor seconds, minor thirds,  minor sevenths, minor ninths, etc. This data was especially used for “building” of 

melodic or harmonic structures and the designing of many passages using small interval sells derived from the basic Phi-row. 

But what about the sixths and minor triads,  there are (minor and major) thirds in this list of elements , right? Well, even in inversions and/or wide structures the thirds, sixths and the triads remind too much 

of a kind of (be)tonality, so these were used, but cautiously. Opposite to this, the triads were very essential during the building of composition's shape, where  it  were mainly utilized to determine the 

form .Let's explain it how .

The form

Initially  the piece can be divided in two big (almost) equal parts, about 6:18 each, it is done to introduce the Phi system in the first half and to compare it with the “freedom” of the second one. Please read 

the beginning of this preface to understand the philosophy of this work, in case you've missed it. 

The first partition of Irrational Philosophy is based on the order of the 5 triads ( figure 6) or actually its frequencies, where the frequencies were exact translated to the 15 lengths (time span) and  represent 

duration numbers (in sec. & milliseconds). (N.B., in music we measure the lengths (note/rest etc durations) mostly by (its relative) time, in contrast to e.g. architecture, where we use centimeters/inches 

etc., but if we see the next diagram, we can also express the music lengths as horizontal blocks with its absolute lengths). To better understand this, first take a look at our “Pan Flute” diagram ( figure 1) 

again and than at the one below:

B G D# C G# E C# A F D A# F# D# B G E

min 6 min 6 maj 6 min 6 min 6 maj 6 min 6 min 6 maj 6 min 6 min 6 maj 6 min 6 min 6 maj 6
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(figure 7)

The “Pan Flute” reordered to a new form, that will be the base of the first part of the composition

And here is the same row, but expressed now with numbers and intervals. As mentioned above, the B0 was omitted because of two reasons: first, it's repeating in the row and second, it all most falls 

outside of the human's hearing range boundary (it's just a composer's choice, but it will be explained later):

(figure 8)

The selected pitches from the Phi-row, ordered by three (as triads), where the numbers from 1 to 15 represent the horizontal lines of the figure 7 and figure 1

Building blocks

Summarizing above, the wavelength numbers were exact transformed to building blocks (or segments) with the corresponding order of the 5 triads, that determine the sequence of the building blocks. 

These sub-parts were put in a succession without any rests or individual repeats between to make one complete whole. At the next diagram (figure 9) the reader will find the structure of the first half of the 

piece.
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0,000 5000,000 10000,000 15000,000 20000,000 25000,000

Number 1 6 5 7 11 3 12 10 9 8 2 14 16 13 4 15

Frequency 15,4339 164,814 103,826 277,183 1864,66 38,8909 2959,96 1174,66 698,456 440,000 24,4997 7902,13 21096,2 4978,03 65,4064 12543,9

Pitch B00 E3 G2+ C4+ A6+ D1+ F7+ D6 F5 A4 G0 B8 E D8+ C2 G9
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(figure 9)

All segments have been measured in seconds and some smallest ones even in millisecond, exact as the wavelengths of the chosen frequencies from our Phi-row (NB the smallest ones may be invisible  

due of its size)

More about the building (corner) stones: theoretically speaking each segment contents a new composition material, which is being more collaborated than another. For example: one block holds  more 

“melodic” information, another has more rhythmic, the third one accents colors or “simple” noise, the next highlights some tempo changes, the other block contains only rests, the following has a totally 

character or brings the listener to a new “place”, with a new atmosphere and so on. This approach made possible to achieve big contrasts between the segments and to express and underline Phi-based 

form as much as possible. Remember yet? It was the most important initial idea: to show the Phi in music and put it opposite and compare to other systems. Concurrently, there was a big danger that the 

result would be too rigid and inflexible, because of the big diversity of sequenced blocks and to avoid this the composer attempted to give all building segments a kind of Leitmovie, a connection, or better 

to say: a literary story that could hold all contrasting information together.

It is a story or a tale about a strange kind of protohuman, who finds himself in an unbelievable weird and wild world, who experiences many incredible adventures and who behaves or unaware reacts at 

many outward incentives  And this is another very important philosophical message of the piece: one story that must be in balance with all technical or musical ideas, that gives music a certain direction 

and guides the listener throughout this experiment. Therefore to perform this piece the player is expected to play in an inexplicable act, to transform into that proto-human and interpret his/her version of 

that irrational character who's coming from the time of Phi's ancient origin. 

Another interesting thing about the sum of lengths of the 15 blocks: as graphically shown above (figure 9), these segments positioned straight one after another, all without any rests or repeats with a 

totally length of around  6:18, I.e. the Golden Number.

Until now we have seen some interesting relationship between the Golden Ratio, frequencies and a bit about the form, so perhaps it's time to discover the rhythmical movements that have been composed 

using Phi. 

Motion

It may be hard to believe, that almost every wavelength (pitch) in this creation stays in Golden Ratio relationship with another. Also, if you take a look again at our “Pan Flute” diagram (figure 1,  figure  7 or 

figure 9) and if you could imagine, that those horizontal lines can express the lengths of notes too, than you can understand the “generation principle” of rhythmic cells. Like as in the beginning , where the 

composer started with base of 440 (Hz), the quarter note (length duration) became the first step to generate all other rhythmical “seeds”, first by dividing it and than by multiplying by mean of Golden Ratio, 

all to get new longer or shorter note duration lengths.
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In this work  there were used only note lengths/rests derived from above mentioned formula and please believe, that there are many combinations possible using only a few values, but there is a big 

problem: how to notate these strange rhythmical figure for the future play? Yes, for sure: its a heavy task, but it was still possible by the utilize of irrational lengths (like tuplets), unusual (sub)divisions and 

combinations with ties. All this explains the utmost capricious character or a kind of freakish irregular rubato feel of written rhythmics. And it is logical if someone will ask:  why should one use this weird and 

long way of composing and performing that just lead to a “kind of a capricious rubato”? It is irrational! Yes, it is!! But this is a part of the experiment: to show the Golden Number on many parameters and 

experience its psychological effect.

But it is not the only one manner for structure of the rhythms utilized in this work. Besides the horizontal way of the rhythmical collaboration, the composer applied a number of vertical rhythmical 

constructions. For this idea there were designed very simple rhythmical figures that were piled up (scrambled together), sometime up to 8. All the notes got some different pitches to get a better definition, 

but remain on a constant height. Explore it at the next diagram:

` (figure 10)

All these note-lengths are the result of  multiplying or dividing by 1,61803398874989..., starting from a quarter note

The result of this polyrhythmics is really amazing! It could be described as something really ancient, energetic and very driving. For those, who played African Music (and Jazz)  will recognize it 

immediately: it's very similarly, but still has a remarkable stuttering feel. So every rhythmic movement (includes the life flute part) was designed in a very tight grid, which was exactly derived from the 

Golden Ratio. The audio result proofs, that these Phi-rhythms sound really ancient, with a big tendency of bringing  into trance; just keep long enough repeating and accelerating and the Schwung will 

make the magic job, as like we already experienced from the oldest known music e.g. from Old Africa.
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       En now with more musical result...         (figure 11)

When we talk about the rhythm, we should remember about the tempo. The two diagrams below(figure 12 and figure 13) are the reference to all tempo changes. But at first allow me a little explanation. 

The piece starts at tempo 61,8 b/pm; later, during the second last segment, or a bit before the 6 min. 18 sec , there is an acceleration from 61,8 b/pm to 161,8 b/pm. Around 6:18 the tempo suddenly drops 

to 1 b/pm (from that point starts the second part of the composition) and it slowly rises up to 100 b/pm. Effectively it could be expressed in 4 utmost numbers:  61,8 to 161,8 and 1 to 100. Please Examine 

the exact diagram on this page:

                All tempo chances: before and after 6:18           (figure 12)
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As reader is continuing this examination of figure 12 he will discover a kind of symmetry: the second half is a mirror image of the first, but with some differences. It is a kind of carnival mirror reflection. 

Why? Again, this is because  the idea was to let the listener feel the difference between these two parts, which are based on totally different systems. But, is there a system in these tempo changes? Yes, 

there is, just take look at this!

61,8 x 0,06180339887498948482=3,819450050474350161876 

its can be easy explained in this formula, where T is the tempo and X is a variable result of the multiplication: 

T1 x (Phi/10) = X1,  than X1 + T1= T2

T2 x (Phi/10) = X2, than X2 + T2 = T3

T3 x ….. etc, 

etc....

T15  x (Phi/10) = X15, than X15 + T15 = T16 = 161,32224395372937404812130409334

and here is the copy/paste of the whole outline (N.B. the T and X here are turned around because of a technical convenience during tempo programming):

3,819450050474350161876+61.8=65,619450050474350161876

4,0555050454269151456820614994122+65,619450050474350161876=69,674955095901265307558061499412

4,3061490413889671327258851080029+69,674955095901265307558061499412=73,981104137290232440283946607413

4,5722836882090830725217310189306+73,981104137290232440283946607413=78,553387825499315512805677626341

4,8548663607610770896648095308129+78,553387825499315512805677626341=83,408254186260392602470487157153

5,154913602939962535818328546634+83,408254186260392602470487157153=88,563167789200355138288815703784

5,473504784508570208252645818102+88,563167789200355138288815703784=94,036672573708925346541461521882

5,8117859839497167388011859355447+94,036672573708925346541461521882=99,848458557658642085342647457425

6,1709741112918343183768371108596+99,848458557658642085342647457425=106,01943266895047640371948456828

6,5523612857392373073823389437123+106,01943266895047640371948456828=112,57179395468971371110182351191

6,9573194838548183406704260400627+112,57179395468971371110182351191=119,52911343854453205177224955196

7,3873054750162336437028557750234+119,52911343854453205177224955196=126,91641891356076569547510532692

7,8438660619000555998380332212588+126,91641891356076569547510532692=134,76028497546082129531313854816

8,3286436448456576967959638036011+134,76028497546082129531313854816=143,0889286203064789921091023517

8,8433821301157001400556771558786+143,0889286203064789921091023517=151,93231075042217913216477950758

9,3899332033071949159565245858389+151,93231075042217913216477950758=161,32224395372937404812130409334

May be It is hard to believe, but using this formula we could accelerate the tempo from 68,1 b/pm to 161 b/pm only in 16 steps! Indeed, the second last part (building segment C2 from figure 9, but also 

figure 8) was divided in 16 equal steps (or nodes) and there were programmed the desired tempo changes. The whole music sound rises there to a big climax and than to an anticlimax: the tempo goes 

up, the emotions strengthen, but the note durations from the electronic part are getting much longer and longer (as an important reference to the relationship between frequencies and their wavelengths, 

figure 4). All this resolves into a sudden tempo drop down or release, everything is happening g around the Golden Ratio number (building segment G9, figure 8). That point is expressed by a blue (or the 

only vertical) line on the next figure:
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            (figure 13)

From  68,1 to 161 only in 16 proportional, but non-equal steps!

Contrary, after the Big Bang (or actually after the segment G9 (figure 8), near the Phi point), the composer used another way to accelerate by means of random numbers system. Why? Again, this is 

because of the basic idea: to release the Golden Number after 6:18 and to continue further with a new, really opposite logic. Therefore there were randomly marked another 16 various, non-equal steps 

( or nodes) and there were programmed 16 random numbers, all in increasing order. These numbers were processed by a random sequence number generator, which listens and reacts to the Cosmic 

Noise (all together to avoid any system or Phi, unless its in the Space too, who knows...) and here are these numbers:

 12   31   27   54   81   72   89   32   63    4  100    1    6   33   91   23 

and now in the increasing order:

 1    4    6    12   23   27   31   32   33   54  63    72   81   89   91  100  
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      (figure 14)

This is the true tempo reflection of the 16 numbers from the random sequence number generator (Timestamp: 2009-09-30 11:20:52 UTC)

Beyond Phi 

After all, is there a “life” after Phi? Yes, there is! The second part is a kind of demonstration of it, because it is the composition within a composition, but from now on with the extended possibilities and 

more freedom, still with the same construction qualities, totally with different approach. Many parameters, like melodic/harmonic intervals, rhythmic “seeds”, color or harmonic textures were recycled in a 

poetic way, without grid or rigidity and with an intuitive way of work and even more relaying on the literary story about the pre-historical “Phi-man”.
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In summary this is the information about the second part:

1. the form is not as rigid as the first half,

2. it was also divided in 15 different building segments, but with its own intuitive lengths,

3. the segments are connected all together, but the flutist may even stop the surround audio sound at certain points if  desired, so there is more freedom for performers,

4. the performer plays on the entire instrument, he/she is required to move around from one place to another,

5. Talking about the rhythm, there are many passages with a “natural”quasi rubato opposite to the first half, where all rhythms are derived through the proportion from each other,

6. Melody features: there are longer musical thoughts, with more different coherence; also there is a portion with its own interpretation during few melodic passages,

7. Emotions: This music composition has also 2 climaxes, but with its own building up time, which is not driven by numbers of proportions now.

Speaking in general,  the second part has the same basic material and the same character, but it's even more expressive and energetic.

Electronic part

This is one of the shortest paragraphs from the preface, which actually should be the longest one. This is because thousands of parameters  were used, programmed and manipulated manually  with 

specially designed tools to achieve such colorful results. The ear is the witness of it. But to speak generally about the way of work, there were used two sound sources and one of it is the editing samples 

from the real block flute family. 

The second interesting source for the electronic part is the filtering or even surgical manipulations of noise. Why noise? This is exactly because the nature of the flute:  creation or “extraction” of pitch from 

noise. 

All samples were performed by Mr. Jorge Isaac and recorded by the composer at 13 August 2009 at S.T.E.I.M (Amsterdam, NL)
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Movements for Performers

The theatrical aspect have a major role in this piece As mentioned in the section Building Blocks,. This is because many different building stones expose numerous musical parameters to give the piece 

continuity.  There is a story that gives the desired unity. The second reason for the acting is the mysterious and ancient source of the Golden Ratio (please read the opening of the preface in case you 

missed it)  and to emphasize its meaning there should be performed some theatrical movements. And the third reason: acting could be very exciting!

This is a short description about how to start performance: the performer walks stamping heavy behind the curtains and little later shows up on the stage. He/she wears heavy boots which make great 

footsteps sound, that starts from  a distance If possible. The small contact microphones on the footwear can be used to make some amplification of the feat. Further the artist should act and feel like 

he/she is a giant who walks throughout a wild jungle. Some grease paint can be used to simulate dirt on the skin, wear some “primitive”, old, ripped and dirty clothing. Make big eyes, be grumpy, but 

especially show a concentrated mimic, walk with bent arms, make strong  fists (holding in one the mouthpiece) and keeping  a stiff and strong pose.

The surround audio sound will start to run and the “giant” stamps once more, synchronous with the accent on the 2nd beat and starts to play the gliss on the mouthpiece. 

The notes about the performing and acting can be found through the score written down as the underlined italic type.  

The transition (bar 103) from the first half to the second one should follow because there are two options. Please mind in both parts the player should suddenly get tranquil after the 2nd beat of bar 103 

(but must stay alert too), than move slow to another place and from here there are more options, where one to be chosen depending on the circumstances (from now on the text written in the second 

singular from “you”, for more clarity):

option A) make (starting at bar 103, after the 2nd beat) 7 (a bit less heavy) steps to slow move into another place. This is just an indication about the timing: after the last note (bar 103) first wait apr. 9 

seconds and make 3 steps, then wait again c.a. 2 seconds and make 4 steps. After that wait about 6 second and make 5 steps with a slowing down tempo after the first 3 steps. The other steps later are 

indicated in the score (from 109 and later). All these movements should be in a resolute and tranquil emotion, show also some incomprehension and amusement on your face (it's because you are 

suddenly in a “different” place). All the time the electronic part is not interrupted for long.

option B) “walk “ around (with slow and heave stamps) exploring the new space, be alert and concentrated, hold a bit defensive attitude (because “anything” can happen) and after the first electronic part 

is over, take a sit on the ground and just … make a small fire! Sit and enjoy the warmth... Look at (an old) mouthpiece, study it, look though it like it's a telescope, hit suddenly an insect on your body (after 

the insect sample), scratch rough another place behind your head, bite twice on the mouthpiece (like you try eat it), smell it and than.... throw it in the fire! But stay seriously! Then enjoy the warmth again, 

scratch the back and after the second insect sample appears, hit (or “kill”) suddenly “that” boring bloodsucker on the ground. Exactly on the second insect smash the second electronic part should be 

started and the player stand up energetic, (with a possibility putting out the fire quickly like you hiding it from someone, or let it burn) and walk sharp-eyed and slow to another place, looking side wards... 

Meanwhile you are at the bar 106 and just continuing the play on whole flute, looking the same “point” or direction.

This is an accompanying information for bars 190 to 215: its up to you to chose here the mimic, the gesture, the movements and the acting direction. During the flute play you can make a few 

unexpected, quick and  fast movements with a shaky head, and thrilling knees, or bend body shortly forward and back.. Also “point” your instrument performance to different directions (up, down, side 

wards), look to other places, each together  or apart of  the music phrases. Performer can  choose some options from this list to make it exciting, surprising and gripping acting. 

 At The end of the piece after the last note (and the clouds of the aggressive insects that suddenly disappear), you look for a moment sidewards, keep deeply, intensive breathing (like after an intensive 

run) and highly concentrated, all this lasts about 5 seconds long, but suddenly you start to walk energetic, resolute and fairly quickly (but not too fast). At that moment everyone instinctive expects the 

low and heavy footsteps (as in the beginning/halfway of the piece), but instead of it the listener hears only the water drops. After a few steps you “realize” that there is something really wrong with the boots 

(and the new “place”), because the boots should sound as heavy as before, so you look at one shoe and try simultaneously to shake that “something” off. Than make another step to walk away, but the 

water drops still sound by every step. You shake “it” off again, but this time without looking at it, than again make a step and shake another foot ... But unfortunately all this will not help – the water-drop 

sounds “follow” you... So it seems better to leave this place and you walk away even faster than before. Meanwhile you are almost behind the curtains and the listener can only hear the same (sequence of 

the) sounds: a few water drops (suggesting the foot steps), a short rest (suggesting shaking), faster drops (suggesting accelerating steps), shorter rest (shaking) and at the end only accelerating drops 

(steps) that “disappear” in far, simulating that the Phi-man ran away from where he was... .

Technical speaking it is possible to use the same contact microphones that are mounted on the shoes of the performer to trigger the water drops samples. The assistant operator should turn the amplified 

signal from the microphones off, but still use these signals to trigger the DVD provided samples. Also he/she should create the effect “from far” by mixing the samples with a properly amount of a 

reverberation effect processor in real time. 
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At the beginning and the very end of the piece, he/she should put only the wet (processed) signal and change the amount gradually according to this logic: the more the flute player is visible for the 

audience, the less processed (more dry) sound should be heard and vise versa...

Of course, there many possibilities for acting during this piece and some performers will go much further, the others less so and that's understandable. But it is preferable that all 

interpretations will stay in connection with the primary thoughts of the creation that are mentioned in this preface.

Speaker setup

As many of us probably know, the pentagram is one of the geometrical figures that contain Phi-proportions. On the image below we can see that the different length segments (A, B, C, and D) are in the 

Golden  Ratio proportion to one another.

                                     (figure 15)

Phi has many forms, the pentagram is just one of them

Because of this, with the exception of the stereo version (including the electronic part and the amplified live flute), there is a multichannel mix mastered at the 6.1 audio format. In that case the Center 

speaker should be up above the audience at the same height (measured from the ears of the listener to the speaker) as the distance between the Right and Left speakers. 
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As just mentioned, the block flute should be amplified; the best way is to use a portable microphone mounted on the head of the performer in combination with a wireless transmitter. On the next diagram 

we can see the desired 6.1 speaker setup with the outline of the stage and the pentagram. The woofer is not shown, but still should be used:

                                                            (figure 16)

The Golden Ratio speaker setup

Some comments on the balance between the flute and the “sustained notes” from the bars 176, 188, 189, 196, 200-201 or 209-215. The desired effect should be as if the real flute had a sustain pedal that 

the performer could use. As a result some notes will get frozen and keep sounding. Of course, it is not possible in reality, but during this piece “everything” is imaginable.  So the balance must be as though 

it is coming from one and the same instrument. For this reason, the provided data DVD contains among other things the separated mix from the “sustained part”, so it gives the possibility of making the 

right balance to achieve the desired effect. There is also a possibility to use a patch that will freeze the real time audio just using a trigger or a pedal. In that case the provided “sustained part” from DVD 

must be replaced by the option of the real time processing. The important thing to realize is that after the triggering (or freezing ) of the “tails”, the sustained notes should not be “static” in the multichannel 

image, but “flying” around shortly after they were released. 
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List of Italian therms

(in order of appearance in the score)

Molto certo Very sure

Meno energici Less energetic

Più eccitato More lively

(Molto) Energico Very energetic

Spaventato Scared

Sollievo Relief

Irrequieto Restless

Più energico Stronger

Come un matto Like crazy

Selvaggio Wild

Tranquilla, ma sorpresa Quiet, but surprised

Afosa Sultry, also worried

Non capire Not understanding

Arrabbiato Angry

Dolce Mild, tender

Misterioso Mysterious

Leggermente Slightly

Più energico e poco terribile More energetic and a bit terrible 

Più terribile Most terrible 

Spastico Spastic

Un po'di meno Slightly less 

Follemente Madly

Altamente energetici Extremely  energetic
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Playing techniques

Some comments about the playing techniques in this composition: there are so many, especially on the mouthpiece, that to exactly describe all of them should take another preface. So to avoid endless 

reading (as much as possible) the composer decided to indicate everything compactly through the score. As a supplement a recording was made of all the “anomalous” techniques, which accompanies the 

score. It helps the performer a lot, because it is easier to hear once than read twice... So, you should find all you need on the disk.

Thanks to

Many thanks to S.T.E.I.M. (the Center for research & development of instruments & tools for performers in the electronic performance arts) for giving us a great opportunity to record block flute samples at 

their studios. 

Also I would like to thank Mr. Marcel Wierckx for the invention and realization of the art movie that will accompany the performer's play during the concerts.

A special thank you to Visisonor Foundation and Mr. Jorge Isaac, one of the greatest Dutch block flute performers and an energetic activist and survivor of contemporary music, for his mental support, the 

recording sessions,  his technical advice and, of course, the interest in my work; therefore being the biggest stimulant for writing this work.

Copyright 

Finally, it is not allowed to use any music fragments, graphics, audio or DVD video samples without the permission of the composer.  Moreover, the DVD guide design described above is an original idea of 

the composer that is registered and protected by copyright law.  So using it without permission is strictly prohibited and therefore is punishable.  

Please, respect the intellectual property.

Conclusion

Despite the humorous character of this composition, it still remains truly one of the most serious works of today. Everything is explored, computed and controlled to the smallest detail. It is profoundly 

worked out and extensively formulated, accompanied by extended texts, graphics and audio examples.

It was built on totally different ideas or philosophical layers that are organized in good balance without compromises. To achieve this result many intensive studies were done, all to find systems that could 

“go” parallel without interfering.

It took over 6 months to invent the concept, complete the research, perform all necessary computing and recording tasks, write the whole composition, acquire own audio processing tools and design the 

electronic audio part, work out all of the graphics, experiment with different surround mixes, perform and record the special performing techniques, complete this preface and much more...

I hope that people do understand all of the intense and fundamental intellectual labor of Irrational Philosophy and its serious artistic quality, but I especially hope that people do enjoy the music rationally as 

well as emotionally, just the way it was meant.

The composer


